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Abstract—With the incessant increase of power systems capacity
and voltage grade, the safety of grounding grid becomes more and
more prominent. In this paper, the designing substation grounding
grid is presented by means of genetic algorithm (GA). This approach
purposes to control the grounding cost of the power system with the
aid of controlling grounding rod number and conductor lengths under
the same safety limitations. The proposed technique is used for the
design of the substation grounding grid in Khalda Petroleum
Company “El-Qasr” power plant and the design was simulated by
using CYMGRD software for results verification. The result of the
design is highly complying with IEEE 80-2000 standard
requirements.

Keywords—Genetic algorithm, optimum grounding grid design,
power system analysis, power system protection, single layer model,
substation.
I. INTRODUCTION

I

N every electrical installation, one of the most important
aspects is the adequate grounding; more specifically the
grounding of high voltage substation [1]. Grounding, generally
mean an electrical connection to the general mass of earth, the
latter being a volume of soil, rock etc. whose dimensions are
very large in comparison to the electricity system being
considered. It is worth noting that, in Europe they tend to use
the term “Earthing” whilst in North America, the term
“Grounding” is more common [2]. A power plant with a
reasonable grounding system is the key to the safe operation
of a power system. The working grounding is designed for
different operation modes of the power system. Grounding has
a lot of purposes like, reducing the insulation level of
electrical equipment, ensuring safe operation of power system,
ensuring personnel safety, eliminating electrostatic accidents,
detecting ground faults, and ensures that externally exposed
conductive bodies of a device have the same potential by
means of equipotential bonding, reducing the electromagnetic
interference. Finally, some equipment needs to be grounded
functionally like cathodic protection [3]. It is very important to
design the grounding system correctly so that there is no
danger for human life. After high-voltage substations are
constructed, solving the problems related to grounding system
can be expensive and difficult. Hence, grounding grid design
must be carried out consistently [4]. The grounding system
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includes all of the interconnected grounding facilities in the
substation area, including the ground grid, overhead ground
wires, neutral conductors, underground cables, foundations,
deep well, and so on. The ground grid consists of horizontal
interconnected bare conductors (mat) and ground rods. The
design of the ground grid to control voltage levels to safe
values should consider the total grounding system to provide a
safe system at an economical cost [5]. At the event of short
circuit or any ground fault occurrence at any substation, the
current may flow across many paths. All these paths are
depending on its impedance. So, the ground fault current may
flow through the overhead transmission lines or through the
substation and surrounding earth or across all these paths
together. The first guide for the substation grounding design
was introduced on 1961: the ANSI/IEEE 80-2000 standard,
and it was based on a lot of experience and models. This
document and other three revisions on 1976, 1986, and 2000
are the main helping tools for engineers in designing a
substation grounding mat systems [6]-[8]. The IEEE definition
of grounding is: a conducting connection, whether
international or accidental by which an electric circuit or
equipment is connected to the earth or some conducting body
of relatively large extent that serves in place of the earth [2]. A
lot of studies were made to describe and analyze the substation
grounding grid design criteria. In 2011, Hellany et al. made a
study to view the safety restrictions of substation grounding
grid design [9]. In 2014, Lantharthong presented the electrical
effect of two neighboring distribution substation during the
construction phase and they found that the size of auxiliaries
grounding grid have an effect on the entire grounding system
[10]. CYMGRD is a software program specialized in the
substation grounding mat design. It may be used to make a
new design for new grids or to optimize and enhance an
existing one of any shape. This module can evaluate the
estimate places for the danger voltage points in the grid and its
adopting with IEEE 80-2000 STD. The CYMGRD software
enables choosing the most economical way for any installation
through a lot of design alternatives [11]. CYMGRD has been
used to investigate the effect of increasing in grounding grid
resistance on transient overvoltage which is caused by short
circuit, switching, and lightening on the interior equipment
and safety in a grounding grid at substation. The indices for
ground grid safety are expressed and grounding grid analysis
had done with the CYMGRD software. In 2009, Uzunlar and
Kalenderli used CYMGRD software to make a computer
model for analysis of grounding systems conforming to IEEE
standards. Their method and computer software were
supported with a real case measurement [12].
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GA is a commonly used technique to solve the optimization
problems even if these problems were constrained or
unconstrained. At each iteration, it generates a lot of points
called population. The best point in this population is the
nearest one to the optimum solution [13]. In 1998, Otero et al.
used the GA method to minimize the total cost of the
grounding grid design [14]. In 2004, Neri used the GA method
to control the touch voltage in the grounding grid design [15].
In 2009, Yi-min et al. used the GA method to make an optimal
design for grounding grids [16]. In 2009, Yang et al. used the
GA method to make analysis on soil structure for the
grounding projects [17]. In 2009, Gursu and Ince used the GA
method to limit the GPR in a two-layer soil model [18]. In
2011, Zhiqiang and Bin used the GA method to make the soil
model inversion calculations [19].
In this paper, a method for constructing a grounding grid
substation is proposed by using an approach based on hand
calculations, CYMGRD software, and GA technique. The aim
is to minimize the cost of the grounding system by minimizing
the total length of conductors and the quantity of grounding
rods while the safety restrictions required by the IEEE Std.802000 regulations are met. Although, here, only rectangular
grids are considered for simplicity, the method is totally
applicable to systems with any other shape.

Field Data (A, ρ)

Hand Calculations
Design

To get D, Lc, LT

Design using
CYMGRD

N

Safety Restrictions
t

Y

II. SUBSTATION GROUNDING GRID DESIGN, SAFETY CHECK
AND OPTIMIZATION
The main objective of this research is not only to develop a
method to design a grounding grid mat but also to optimize the
construction and material costs of a grounding grid mat while
still satisfying the maximum GPR, and step and touch
voltages, and GA is the technique which had been used for
this optimization.
A. Hand Calculations Design
It is important to use the hand calculations method in the
substation grounding grid design because it allows us to get
the appropriate distance between conductors. Total length of
conductors and the appropriate number of rods will be used.
In this paper, a real case study from Khalda Petroleum
Company “El-QASR” power plant substation had been
designed. This power plant lies on the western desert South
Matrouh, Egypt, with Latitude: 300 38’ 46.82’’ N, Longitude:
260 44’ 18.13’’ E, and Altitude: 800 ft. The preliminary layout
of 92 m × 134 m grid with equally spaced conductors, with
spacing D= 10 m, grid burial depth h= 0.5 m, grid with 20
ground rods. Each rod is 2 m long, and it is placed around the
perimeter of the grid. The Decrement factor Df= 1, the current
division factor Sf= 0.6. Fault duration tf=0.5 sec. An average
soil resistivity of 100 Ω.m is assumed, based on soil resistivity
measurements with asphalt surface layer with 0.5 m thickness.
The total fault current is 40 kA and the X/R ratio is 10. Using
copper annealed hard drawn and an ambient temperature of 45
°C, the person’s weight can be expected to be at least 70 kg,
consequently the area occupied by such a grid is A= 12328
m2.
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Optimize the design
using Genetic
Fig. 1 Substation Grounding Grid Design and Optimization Block
Diagram

1. Calculating the Ground Resistance
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2. Calculating the Maximum Grid Current
I D S
I

(5)

IG=40×1.069×0.6=24000 A
3. Calculating the GPR
GPR=IG × Rg

(6)

The revised ground potential rise GPR is (24000) × (0.435) =
10464 V.
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4. Calculating the Touch and Step Voltage
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5. Calculating the Mesh Voltage
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nc & nd=1 “rectangle grid”
na =11.909 & nb =1.008
n=12.014
K
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Ki=0.644+0.148n

L

1.22

L
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Properties
Hand Calculations CYMGRD Software % Difference
Max allowable
3252.23 V
3280.26 V
0.8%
touch voltage
Max allowable
12344.95 V
12455 V
0.8 %
step voltage
Reduction
0.919
0.918
0.1 %
factor Cs
Ground
0.435 Ω
0.419 Ω
3.8 %
Resistance
Ground
10464 V
10372.4 V
0.8 %
Potential Rise

(16)

1782.9 V

6. Calculating the Step Voltage
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538.68 V

TABLE I
COMPARATIVE RESULTS FOR RECTANGLE GRID WITH GROUND RODS

LM=2754.2 m
∴E

.

B. CYMGRD Implementation for “El-Qasr” Substation
Design
Although, the hand calculations were very important for the
design to get D, Lc, and Lt, but this way has many
disadvantages as:
1. It cannot determine the potential at each point inside the
grid along x-axis or y-axis.
2. It cannot determine the potential at the boundaries of the
grid which have the most critical values.
3. It cannot determine the appropriate distribution of the
rods along the grid perimeter.
All these values can be determined, and safety is checked
by using the CYMGRD software. The CYMGRD software is
a substation grounding grid design and analysis program
specially designed to help engineers to optimize the design of
new grids and reinforce existing grids, of any shape, by virtue
of easy to use, built-in danger point evaluation facilities. The
main features of this software are: computation of Rg and GPR
(Ground Potential Rise), touch and surface potential analysis,
inside and outside the grid perimeter, with color display in 2D
or 3D representation.

(15)

1.55

.

The calculated corner mesh voltage is lower than the
tolerable touch voltage (1782.9 V versus 3252.23 V) and the
computed Es is well below the tolerable step voltage (538.68
V versus 12344.95 V). A safe design has been established.
Note that all these results had been calculated by using IEEE
Std. 80-2000 [2] as shown in Fig 2.

Ki=2.422
L

.

The data entered to the CYMGRD software is listed in
Appendices (see Table III). The results obtained from the
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CY
YMGRD proogram are shhown in Figgs. 3-5, whille the
coomparative ressults for rectaangle grid wiith ground rods are
shhown in Table I.
Fielld Data
(A
A, ρ)

Step

Conduuctor Size
(3Ic, tc, d)

Step

3.

The total lenngth of conduuctors and totaal number of rods
(the cost) shoould be as low
w as possible.
D
Despite the CYMGRD
C
sofftware was vvery useful inn the
desiign safety cheeck but it cannnot get an opptimal solutionn for
the number of rrods and the total length of conductorrs to
minnimize the insttallation cost, so we used thhe GA techniquue to
optiimize the soluution that we get
g from bothh hand calculattions
andd the CYMGRD
D software.
M
Mathematicallyy, the probleem may be expressed ass the
minnimization of tthe cost functioon:
C
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Touch andd Step Criteria
(Etouchh70, Estep70)

Step

Step 9
N

E <
<Et

h

Step 10
N

ES<
<ESt
Fig. 3 El-Qasr
E
Grid layyout using the ssoftware
Detaill Design

Step 12

F
Fig. 2 Substationn Grounding Grrid Design Proceedure Block Diagram

C. Design Opptimization Using GA
The objectivve of the grouunding grid design
d
is to find a
strructure of buriied conductorss that ensures the safety of people
p
annd equipment, using the smaallest possible number of rods and
sm
mallest possiblle length of conductors. Booth objectives are in
coonflict, and compromise solution must be found. S
So, the
prroblem can bee expressed as the search for an arrangem
ment of
buuried conductoors observed thhe following oobjectives:
1. Step and ttouch voltage at any pointt of the instaallation
must be lower than the maximum vaalue required bby the
regulations.
2. The groundd resistance Rg must be loweer than 0.5 Ω.
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B
Besides these objectives, the followinng conditions are
introoduced in the design witth the aim of simplifyingg the
pro
oblem:
1. A continuouss conductor looop surroundinng the perimetter of
the substatioon is assumedd. This loop eenclosed the total
area of the innstallation.
2. The spacing between thee conductors is equally sppaced
makes the totall length of thee conductors Lc as
“D”. That m
(3).
A MATLAB function ussing the GA
A technique was
developed that allowed the number of rods
r
and spaacing
betw
ween conductoors to vary as part of the opttimization rouutine.
Thiss technique makes the ccalculations oof the grounnding
resistance faster. At each iterattion of groundding grid resisttance
calcculation, it shoould be ensureed that the safeety parameterss and
constraints "step and touch vvoltages" are still in the saafety
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bouunds and uppeer bounds forr the variables. The populaation
typee was double vector to keepp the output inn an integer fform,
thenn chose the poopulation sizee. The default of the populaation
sizee is (10×no. vaariables), then run the solverr to get the ressults.
Thiss research useed “El-Qasr” power
p
plant ass a case study.. The
actuual parameterss used in the objective funnction are listeed in
Apppendices (see T
Table IV).
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region values. T
The fitness fuunction was too minimize the total
coost of designiing the substaation grid as shown in eqquation
(220). There werre two variablees, the first waas X(1) (the sppacing
beetween conducctors) and the second was X
X(2) (total num
mber of
roods). X(1) muust be an innteger numberr according tto the
distribution connstraints, and X(2)
X is constrrained to be ann even
n
consstraints to keeep the
nuumber. There were three nonlinear
opptimized desiggn in a safe reggion. Also, thee design has a lower

Fig. 4 El-Q
Qasr profile ploot in 2D form

The permissiible values forr the touch annd step voltagee were
caalculated depennding on the ssoil parameterrs of the powerr plant
ass previous. Affter completion of the optim
mization, the rresults
weere 24 m spaacing betweenn conductors aand 23 placedd rods.
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X(1) = 24 m andd X(2) = 23 roods. So, the total length of the
insttalled conducttor will be 12253 m. Referrring to Eq. (33). A
mparison betw
ween the originnal design of Khalda “El-Q
Qasr”
com
pow
wer plant and the optimizeed one had beeen establisheed as
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shhown in Table II.

APPEN
NDICES
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TAB
BLE III
INPUT DATA TO CYMGRD PROGRA
AM
Propertiees
Surface layer reesistivity
Surface layer thhickness
Top layer resiistivity
Top layer ddepth
Lower layer reesistivity
Body weigght
Fault duration
c
Ground fault current
X/R ratioo
Current split fa
factor Sf
Grid size
Noo. of conductors inn X direction
Noo. of conductors inn Y direction
Conductors burrial depth
Conductors diiameter
Conductor type
No. of rodds
Rod diameeter
Rod lenggth
Rods arrangeement
Rod typee

D form
Fiig. 5 El-Qasr coontour plot in 3D

As it is clearr in Table II, the optimizatiion technique saved
abbout 403,290 L
L.E. (Egyptiann Pound)
TA
ABLE II
COMPARISON
N BETWEEN ORIGIINAL DESIGNS AN
ND OPTIMIZED ON
NE
Criticaal
Original Opttimized
Propperties
Deesign
Valuees
Design
Spacing betweeen conductors D
10 m
2 m
24
Number oof Rods nR
20
23
2691
Total length of conductors Lc
1
1253
Step poteential Estep
538.68 V 6199.65 V 12344.95 V
Touch pottential Etouch
1782.9 V 32550.5 V 3252.233 V
Rg
0.435 Ω
0.447 Ω
0.5 Ω
Design C
Cost (L.E)
767,850
364,560

TAB
BLE IV
EL-QASR
R POWER PLANT OPTIMIZATION PAR
RAMETERS
Properties
Ccond
Crod
Coperator
Cinstall
No.operators
O
One rod length
Nr
Lc
LY
LX
D
LB
UB

III. CO
ONCLUSION
In every elecctrical installaation, one of the most impportant
asspects is adequuate grounding, not only thhe proper desiggn but
alsso an optimized one to get the minimum
m cost of desiggn. We
ussed the hand ccalculations method in the suubstation grouunding
grrid design beccause it allow
ws to get the aappropriate diistance
beetween conduuctors, total length of coonductors, annd the
apppropriate nuumber of roods. Hand ccalculations cannot
c
deetermine the potential
p
at eaach point insidde the grid aloong xaxxis or y-axis, it cannot determine thhe potential aat the
booundaries of thhe grid which have the mosst critical valuues and
It cannot determ
mine the apppropriate distrribution of thee rods
aloong the grid pperimeter, so a CYMGRD
D software hadd been
ussed to meet alll these requirrements. Althoough the CYM
MGRD
sooftware was veery useful in tthe design safe
fety check but it was
unnable to get ann optimal soluution for the nnumber of rodds and
total length of cconductors to minimize the installation coost, so
GA techniquee to optimize thhe solution obbtained
wee utilized the G
froom both handd calculations and the CYM
MGRD softwarre. ElQaasr power plannt was designned and finallyy a 403,290 L.E had
beeen saved by using
u
the GA ooptimization teechnique.
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I/P Datta
100000
0.5 m
100
10 m
0.001 Ω
70 Kgg
0.5 Seec
40 KA
A
10
60 %
92 * 1334
9
13
0.5 m
14.020 m
Copper annealed hard drawn
20
20 mm
m
2m
Along the grid perimeter
Copper annealed hard drawn

868

Value
281 L.E
143 L.E
150 L.E
4292
10
2m
X(2)

Unnit
L.E
E.
L.E
E.
L.E
E.

92 m
134 m
X(1)
[0,4]
[92,30]

m
m
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m

U
Unit
Ω
Ω.m
m
Ω
m
Ω
Kg
Sec
K
KA

m2

m
m

m
mm
m
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[4]

TABLE V
LIST OF USED SYMBOLS
Symbol

ρ
ρ
A
Cs
Ccond
Crod
Coperator
Cinstall
d
D
Df
Em
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Es
Estep70
Etouch70

I
L
I
L

hs
If

Ki
Kii
Km
Ks
LB
Lc
Lp
Lm
LR
Lr
Ls
LT
LX
LY
NR
n
na
nb
nc
nd
Rg
Sf
ts
UB

Nomenclature

Units

[5]

Soil resistivity
Surface Layer Resistivity
Total area enclosed by ground grid
Surface Layer Derating Factor
Cost of one meter of Conductor
Cost of one rod
Cost of one operator
Cost of installation
Diameter of grid conductor
Spacing between parallel conductors
Decrement Factor
Mesh voltage at the center of the corner mesh for
the simplified method
Step voltage between a point above the outer
corner of the grid and a point 1 m diagonally
outside the grid for the simplified method
Tolerable step voltage for human with 70 kg body
weight
Tolerable touch voltage for human with 70 kg
body weight
Surface layer thickness
Total fault current
Average current per unit of effective buried
length
The average current per unit of buried length of
grounding system conductor
Correction factor for grid geometry
Corrective weighting factor that adjusts for the
effects of inner conductors on the corner mesh
Spacing factor for mesh voltage
Spacing factor for step voltage
Lower Bonds
Total length of grid conductor
Perimeter of the grid
Total length of grid conductor
Total length of ground rods
Length of ground rod at each location
Effective length of Lc+LR for step voltage
Total effective length of grounding system
conductor, including grid and ground rods
Maximum length of grid conductor in x direction
Maximum length of grid conductor in y direction
Number of rods placed in area A
Geometric factor composed of factors na, nb, nc
and nd
Factor used to calculate “n”
=1 for square grids
=1 for square and rectangular grids
=1 for square, rectangular and L-shaped grids
Resistance of grounding system
Fault current division factor (Split factor)
Duration of shock for determining allowable
body current
Upper Bonds

Ω.m
Ω.m
m2

[6]
[7]
[8]

L.E
L.E
L.E
L.E
M
m
Volt

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]

Volt

[13]

Volt

[14]

Volt
m
Ampere

[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

Gonen, Turan. “Electric Power Transmission System Engineering:
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